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ABSTRACT

Ethical treatment of animals is the keystone of livestock production. Assessment of welfare is integral
to assurance that animals experience a good life. Underpinning assurance are concepts of what
constitutes good welfare, a good life and wellbeing. This review examines the concepts of
welfare and wellbeing and the frameworks that have been developed for describing their scope.
Historically, the tripartite model of welfare (feeling well, functioning well, leading a natural life)
has been translated into the Five Freedoms (FF), Five Domains (FD), Good Life (GL), Welfare
through Competence (WtC) and OIE World Organisation for Animal Health Welfare Principles
frameworks. These frameworks provide scaffolds for numerous welfare assessment schemes.
However, the three-part model of wellbeing (eudaimonia, hedonia, social interaction) lacks an
explicit assessment framework, although FD, GL and WtC implicitly address aspects of
wellbeing. Whereas positive affective (hedonic) experiences are considered to constitute
positive welfare, positive aspects of eudaimonic function and social interaction are considered to
be aspects of wellbeing above and beyond any indirect contribution they make to positive
affective experiences (i.e. positive welfare). In this view, positive health is more than the absence
of ill-health and positive social interactions are more than freedom from social isolation. New
phenotypes in farm animals identified through analysis of sensor data are providing new
perspectives on the functional integrity of biological processes that align well with concepts of
wellbeing. These analyses draw on methods in resilience theory to examine stability in complex
dynamic systems, specifically, uniformity of trajectories, periodicity of biorhythms and complexity
of networks. A framework is proposed that loosely partitions FF, FD, GL and WtC into inputs,
opportunities, and outcomes. The framework positions the outcome of biological integrity within
the context of input constraints that can generate harms and deficiencies, and environmental
opportunities that can foster acquisition of competencies and flourishing. It combines the
eudaimonic, hedonic and social aspects of wellbeing within the tripartite terminology of welfare.
It is hoped that the framework can help orientate new descriptions of biological function in farm
animals derived from sensor data within the broader literature on welfare and wellbeing.

Keywords: behavioural complexity, biorhythms, competence, eudaimonia, hedonia, idiographic,
positive biology, positive health, positive welfare, precision welfare assessment, resilience,
robustness, sensors, welfare, wellbeing.

Introduction

The assessment of farm animal welfare underpins determination of regulatory compliance, 
assurance for product marketing, and comparison of performance between livestock 
enterprises in welfare benchmarking schemes. In addition, measurements made during 
welfare assessments are increasingly being used to describe phenotypes for genetic 
evaluation and breeding. The evolution of assessment protocols has involved on-going 
dialogue about what constitutes animal welfare. Stafleu et al. (1996) suggested that 
discussion of animal welfare occurs with varying degrees of abstraction, which they 
described as conceptual, explanatory and operational levels of description. The dialogue 
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includes development of conceptual constructs of welfare, 
and explanation of the constructs through frameworks that 
attempt to describe the scope of the concepts. This explana-
tory step can include population of frameworks with input 
and outcome criteria that encompass aspects of (1) the 
animals’ environment, including management practices, 
and (2) the animals’ biological functions, which together 
influence their individual subjective experiences. Finally, the 
frameworks are operationalised by development of detailed 
measurement protocols to assess the welfare status of the 
animals under review (Stafleu et al. 1996; Bracke et al. 
1999a). Included in this dialogue has been examination of 
the concept of wellbeing. Wellbeing is a term that is widely 
used in the health, welfare, production and animal breeding 
literatures and this usage draws attention to a need to 
reconsider the relationships between welfare and wellbeing. 
In this paper, I give an overview of the concepts of animal 
welfare and animal wellbeing, and how these have been 
explained through the frameworks known as Five Freedoms, 
Five Domains, Good Life, Welfare through Competence and 
OIE World Organisation for Animal Health Welfare Principles. 
From that background, a proposal is made that integrates 
aspects of these earlier frameworks for the purposes of 
articulating the concepts of welfare and wellbeing through 
a single explanatory framework. 

The concept of animal welfare

A systematic approach to describing what animal welfare is 
and how it can be measured commenced in the UK in the 
1960s, in response to public concern over ‘factory farming’. 
The report of Brambell (1965, p. 9) into the welfare of 
intensively housed livestock concluded that ‘Welfare is a 
wide term that embraces both the physical and mental 
wellbeing of the animal. Any attempt to evaluate welfare, 
therefore, must take into account the scientific evidence 
available concerning the feelings of animals that can be 
derived from their structure and functions and also from 
their behaviour.’ The committee recommended that ‘an 
animal should at least have sufficient freedom of movement to 
be able without difficulty, to turn round, groom itself, get up, 
lie down and stretch its limbs’ (p. 13). The recommendation 
became known as the Five Freedoms and was subsequently 
refined by UK Farm Animal Welfare Council (FAWC) to 
include Provisions as to how Freedoms might be met 
(Webster 2016). FAWC (2009a) described the Five Freedoms 
and Provisions as follows: 

� Freedom from hunger and thirst – by ready access to fresh 
water and a diet to maintain full health and vigour 

� Freedom from discomfort – by providing an appropriate 
environment, including shelter and a comfortable resting 
area 

� Freedom from pain, injury and disease – by prevention or 
rapid diagnosis and treatment 

� Freedom to express normal behaviour – by providing 
sufficient space, proper facilities and company of the 
animal’s own kind 

� Freedom from fear and distress – by ensuring conditions 
and treatment that avoid mental suffering 

Mellor and colleagues (Mellor and Reid 1994; Mellor and 
Beausoleil 2015; Mellor 2017) adapted the Five Freedoms to 
develop a framework based on Five Domains for describing 
the scope of physical and mental activities that encompass 
an animal’s welfare. The Five Domains model provides 
a stronger focus on mental experiences than does the Five 
Freedoms model by viewing positive and negative occurrences 
in four physical/functional domains (Nutrition, Health, 
Environment, Behaviour) as inputs that generate the fifth 
domain (Mental experience), which, in turn, represents an 
integrated welfare outcome (Webster 2016; Johnson et al. 
2022). Coe (2017) and Webber et al. (2022)  reframed the Five 
Freedoms to describe positive welfare in zoo animals, as 
follows: 

� Freedom to achieve competence – through effective 
performance of normal functions 

� Freedom to have choice – through the right or ability to 
choose 

� Freedom to take control – through the power to 
influence : : : the course of events 

� Freedom to experience variety – through the quality of 
being different or diverse; the absence of uniformity or 
monotony. 

� Freedom to engage complexity – through the quality of 
being intricate or complex 

Refinement of the summary wording and the technical 
details of these frameworks is ongoing and occurs in 
combination with continuing debate on what constitutes 
good welfare and positive welfare. Fraser (1999, p. 178, 
italics in original) suggested ‘that animals should feel well by 
being free from prolonged or intense fear, pain and other 
unpleasant states, and by experiencing normal pleasures; 
that animals should function well in the sense of satisfactory 
health, growth and normal behavioural and physiological 
functioning; and that animals should lead natural lives 
through the development and use of their natural adapta-
tions’. Broom (1986, p. 524) provided a synopsis of welfare 
as ‘the state of the animal as regards its attempts to cope 
with its environment’. Hurnik (1988, p. 107) captured 
the importance of the animal and the environment as an 
interdependent unit by suggesting ‘Animal wellbeing is a 
state or condition of physical and psychological harmony 
between the organism and its surroundings.’. More  recently,  
Dawkins (2008, p.  937;  2021a, p. 11) suggested that welfare 
is ‘health and what animals want’. The importance of the 
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individual animal’s subjective experience in shaping its welfare 
was captured by Webster (2013, p. 3) in the  following  terms:  
‘The welfare of any sentient farmed animal : : :  is defined by 
its individual perception of its own physical and emotional 
state.’. Similarly,  Bracke et al. (1999a, p. 282) suggested that 
welfare is ‘determined by all the emotional states and only 
the emotional states in so far as they are experienced 
subjectively by that animal’. The OIE World Organisation for 
Animal Health (OIE 2021, Article 7.1.1) has drawn these 
concepts together to say ‘animal welfare means the physical 
and mental state of the animal in relation to the conditions 
in which it lives and dies. An animal experiences good 
welfare if the animal is healthy, comfortable, well nourished, 
safe, is not suffering from unpleasant states such as pain, 
fear and distress, and is able to express behaviours that are 
important for its physical and mental state’. Fraser (2008) 
consolidated the description of welfare into a tripartite 
model in which welfare entails biological functioning, mental 
(affective) states, and natural living (Fig. 1). It is considered 
necessary for each of these aspects of the animal’s life  to  be  
fulfilled for the animal to be in a state of good welfare 
(Fraser 2008). Nonetheless, the aspects are not considered to 
be entirely independent; mental (affective) experiences are 
recognised to be part of biological functioning, and vice 
versa (Hemsworth et al. 2015). However, healthy biological 
functioning does not guarantee positively valenced affective 
experience, and vice versa (Webster 2016; Williams 2021). 
For example, an aging cow may experience positive affective 
experiences from suckling and grooming her calf yet be in a 
poor physical state due to seasonal conditions and the 
debilities of advancing age. For further discussion of welfare 
as a subjective versus objective state of the animal see 
Bracke et al. (1999a) and Verhoog (2000). 

What is wellbeing?

The concept of animal welfare draws much of its heritage 
from biology (Fraser et al. 2013). Wellbeing, in contrast, 
draws its heritage from philosophy. From at least the time 

Biological 
function Eudaimonic 

Mental 
state 

Natural 
living Hedonic Social 

Welfare Wellbeing 

Fig. 1. Welfare is described by a tripartite model with aspects of
biological functioning, natural living and mental state. Wellbeing is
described as combining eudaimonic, hedonic and social aspects.
Strong similarities exist between the two models.

of the ancient Greek philosophers, humans have wondered 
what it means to have ‘a good life’ (Appleby and Sandøe 
2002; Nordenfelt 2006; Ryff et al. 2021). Continuing from 
these early writings to the present day, two prominent 
aspects of a good life are described as eudaimonia and 
hedonia. Eudaimonia describes the capacity of the human 
or animal to express agency, function well, fulfil biolog-
ical potential and express mastery over its environment 
(Nordenfelt 2011; Ryff et al. 2021; Williams 2021). This 
contrasts with hedonia, which describes pleasant (positively 
valenced affective) mental experiences (Ryff et al. 2021; 
Williams 2021). Social interactions (also described as 
connectedness) are often included within the concept of 
eudaimonia (Ryff et al. 2021), although sometimes they are 
described as a separate third aspect of wellbeing (Fig. 1; 
Williams 2021). These three aspects of wellbeing can be 
summarised as ‘doing’, ‘feeling’ and ‘interacting’ (Fig. 2; 
Lawrence et al. 2019; Colditz 2022). 

An alternative parsing describes three aspects of human 
and animal wellbeing as perfectionism, desire fulfilment and 
hedonism (Appleby and Sandøe 2002). In this construction, 
perfectionism describes the fulfilment of an objective list of 
biological functions, whereas desire fulfilment and hedonism 
are two aspects of the subjective mental experience of 
feelings. A materialist view of biology understands prefer-
ences and hedonic experiences to be grounded in (neuro-) 
physiological and behavioural activities, and to serve a 
functional role in the fulfilment of the biological potential 
of the animal (Budaev et al. 2020), a view termed hedonic 
perfectionism (Appleby and Sandøe 2002). Nonetheless, 
whereas feelings emerge as a system property of (neuro-) 
physiological and behavioural activities, they have a subjec-
tive quality that cannot be reduced to the mere description 
of the constituent physical activities (Verhoog 2000; Mendl 
et al. 2010; Budaev et al. 2020). As a consequence, from 
a philosophical perspective, the feelings that attend desire 
fulfilment and hedonism are attributed a subjective value 
for the animal as an aspect of its wellbeing that is not 
adequately captured by current measures of physical 
functioning. Perfectionism and eudaimonia align closely 
with physical function and natural living in the tripartite 
model of animal welfare (Fig. 1). An outline of the relation-
ships between the concepts addressed by animal welfare 
and wellbeing is presented in Fig. 3. 

Three additional accounts of welfare and wellbeing are 
important to note. Rowland et al. (2021) proposed applying 
network theory to describe welfare as the state that arises 
through the interactions between various biological functions 
in the animal. Budaev et al. (2020) developed a computational 
model of wellbeing grounded in the account of biological 
function termed active inference that has prominence in the 
neurosciences. This account describes biological functions 
as an ensemble of processes through which the organism 
reconciles discrepancies between its expectations and 
current experience by acting on its environment and by 
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Fig. 2. In the three-factor model of wellbeing, eudaimonic, hedonic and social wellbeing combine
in the positive outcome of thriving or flourishing.

updating its expectations (Colditz 2018, 2020; Kristiansen 
and Fernö 2020). This pattern of biological activity is 
continuously re-iterated over timescales that span intervals 
from moments to generations, and generates an outcome with 
equivalence to the process of approximate Bayesian inference. 
Wellbeing in this model is the subjective perception of 
discordance between expectation and sensory experience 
(Budaev et al. 2020). The account formalises a longstanding 
view that behavioural and physiological activities serve to 
harmonise the animal with its environment by reducing 
discrepancies and maintaining homeostasis (e.g. Stafleu 
et al. 1996; Bracke et al. 1999b). 

These two accounts highlight the influence of models of 
biological function on the concept of what constitutes welfare 
and wellbeing. The third account of note is grounded in the 
model of physiological and behavioural regulation as a 
process of allostasis (Sterling 2012). From this perspective, 
Korte et al. (2007, p. 427) stated that ‘Good animal welfare 
is characterised by a broad predictive physiological and 
behavioural capacity to anticipate environmental challenges’ 
that ensures good welfare is achieved ‘when the regulatory 
range of allostatic mechanisms matches the environmental 
demands.’. This model of welfare as a state of adaptive 
synchronisation of internal needs with external resources 
through anticipation and dynamic adjustment of physiologi-
cal and behavioural activities is a core element of the 
computational model developed by Budaev et al. (2020) 
and the Bayesian model of biological function described 
above (Kristiansen and Fernö 2020). 

In early discussions of the concept of animal welfare, it 
was often considered that for practical purposes, welfare 
and wellbeing could be considered synonymous (e.g. 
Duncan and Dawkins 1983; Mellor  and Reid 1994). When 
a distinction was drawn, the difference was usually seen 
to  lie in the  scope of animal experience addressed by the  
two concepts. Welfare, it was suggested, covers the full 
spectrum  from  bad to good experience, whereas the focus 
of wellbeing is on the positive experiences of the animal’s 
life that enable it to thrive and flourish (Yeates and Main 
2008; Webster 2021; Williams 2021; Colditz 2022). Webster 
(2021, p. 8) described the distinction in the following 
terms: ‘Welfare describes the physical and mental state of 
an animal across the whole spectrum from very good to 
very bad. Wellbeing describes a state within the range of 
satisfactory to good and must therefore be the aim of good 
husbandry.’. Wellbeing is a term in wide usage in animal 
science and animal breeding where it appears to describe 
an integrated whole-of-animal condition often embracing 
the whole of the animal’s life. This broad-brush usage 
may be in part to distance the terminology from studies 
that undertake a more focused examination of individual 
components of welfare. The pragmatic approach adopted 
here is to draw insights from the philosophical and biological 
heritages of both concepts. The most important shared 
insight is the  concept that animals  can attain  ‘positive’ 
states. The study of positive states has been termed 
positive biology. 
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Wellbeing 
Humans AnimalsAnimal welfare 

(following Fraser 1999) (following Appleby and Sandøe 
2002) 

Alternative model 
(following Williams 2021) 
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suffering Positive affect 
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Fig. 3. A map of the relationships between concepts addressed by animal welfare and wellbeing.

What is positive biology?

The initial focus of assessing welfare and improving 
husbandry was on minimising exposure of animals to harms 
and deprivations (Broom 1986). Any harm can compromise 
wellbeing, while none is individually necessary for an 
animal to be in a state of poor welfare (see fig. 2 in Colditz 
2022). It was recognised that above and beyond the absence 
of harms and deprivations, animals could have experiences 
that promote (1) positive mental states, (2) the development 
of capabilities (competencies) to cope with their environ-
ment, (3) positive health and (4) a thriving physiological 
status (Ryff et al. 2004; Boissy et al. 2007; Yeates and Main 
2008; Yeates 2011; Colditz and Hine 2016; Mellor 2016; 
Coe 2017; Lawrence et al. 2019; Beck and Gregorini 2020; 
Rault et al. 2020; Williams 2021; Colditz 2022; Düpjan 
and Dawkins 2022; Webber et al. 2022). These positive 
experiences have been drawn together in the concepts of 
‘quality of life’ (Vigors et al. 2021; Reid et al. 2022), a ‘life 
worth living’ (Yeates 2011; Mellor 2016; Webster 2016) 
and a ‘good life’ (FAWC 2009b; Edgar et al. 2013; Rowe 
and Mullan 2022). In the welfare tradition, positive aspects 

are described as pleasant mental (i.e. positively valenced 
hedonic) experiences (Boissy et al. 2007; Yeates and Main 
2008; Mellor 2015; Düpjan and Dawkins 2022). The concept 
of wellbeing makes an important contribution by recognis-
ing that eudaimonic biological functioning, environmental 
mastery and social connectedness are also important (non-
hedonic) aspects of positive experience (Deci and Ryan 2008; 
Beck and Gregorini 2020; Rault et al. 2020; Ryff et al. 2021; 
Williams 2021; Colditz 2022) rather than merely providing 
indicators of the absence of harms. The concept of wellbeing 
helps parse the positive outcomes recognised in the Good Life, 
Welfare through Competence and Five Domains frameworks 
into hedonic and non-hedonic benefits. As summarised by 
Fraser’s (2008) tripartite model, positive welfare/wellbeing 
is not encompassed by a single physical function or mental 
state of the animal. In contrast to harms where any harm is 
sufficient to compromise welfare/wellbeing; for the animal 
to experience positive welfare/wellbeing it needs to express 
a suite of physical functions and mental experiences, all of 
which may be necessary and none of which may be alone 
sufficient to deliver a positive state (Fraser 2008). This 
account of wellbeing accords with the definition of health 
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in the constitution of the World Health Organization (WHO 
1946) as  ‘a state of complete physical, mental and social 
wellbeing and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity’. 
It is important to note the counter view that welfare and 
wellbeing are subjectively experienced by the animal solely 
as its emotional state (e.g. Bracke et al. 1999a, 1999b; 
Budaev et al. 2020). 

Historically, the primary focus of health studies has been 
on the causes of harms and deficits, with a view to the 
design of interventions and remedies to prevent and control 
diseases and functional disorders. Notwithstanding this focus 
on negatives, there is also a long tradition of studies on the 
role of environmental cues and experiences during prenatal 
and postnatal life in shaping the developmental trajectories 
of traits and the acquisition of morphological, physiologi-
cal, immunological, behavioural and psychological competen-
cies and capabilities. These two research streams have 
recently been termed negative and positive biology (Farrelly 
2012). Experiences and environmental cues, especially during 
sensitive periods of development, can have long-lasting 
consequences through epigenetic and behavioural condition-
ing that can equip the animal with a capacity to cope with 
short-term environmental disturbances and to adapt to longer-
term environmental conditions (Boissy et al. 2007; Colditz and 
Hine 2016; Colditz 2018; Capitanio and Mason 2019; Lyons 
and Schatzberg 2020; Parois et al. 2022a, 2022b). Heritable 
factors also contribute to these positive outcomes (Berghof 
et al. 2019a). Many decades of research, which is too 
numerous to list here, provides evidence of the contribution 
of environmental conditions to the strength of immune 
function, gut health, expression of agency, social competence 
and mastery over environmental challenges. Within studies 
on positive biology, the instructive role of mild negative 
episodes is recognised as contributing to positive outcomes, 
as seen, for example, in low-stress stock-handling methods 
(Grandin 2004), a point Ryff (2022) noted that is often 
overlooked in human positive psychology, but is now being 
acknowledged in its so-called second wave (Lomas 2016). 
The importance of positives is captured by the observations 
that positive health is more than the absence of ill-health 
(Ayres 2020) and that social wellbeing is more than freedom 
from social isolation (Pomerantz and Capitanio 2021), as 
recognised by WHO (1946). Thus, positive biology is more 
than a semantic distinction between ‘good’ and ‘positive’ to 
be the study of processes lying outside the domain of ‘host 
defence mechanisms’ that equip the animal with a capacity 
to flourish. For further discussion of positive health, see 
Colditz (2022). For reviews on physiological, health and 
behavioural indicators of eudaimonic wellbeing, see reviews 
by Ryff et al. (2004, 2021), Williams (2021) and Düpjan and 
Dawkins (2022). For a review of the role of positive 
developmental experiences in enabling positive emotional 
outcomes in later life, see Boissy et al. (2007). 

Frameworks for assessment

The translation of the concepts of welfare, wellbeing and a 
good life into explanatory instruments for assessment of the 
physical and mental state of the animal has been guided by 
several frameworks, namely, Five Freedoms, Five Domains, 
Good Life, Welfare through Competence, and OIE Welfare 
Principles. Some of the similarities and differences among 
the frameworks are summarised in Fig. 4. Webster (2016) 
suggested that the Five Freedoms framework provides a simple 
and timeless guide to right action through a focus on outcomes. 
However, he went on to say that it does not attempt to provide 
a complete picture of the mental state or welfare of the animal. 
In contrast, the Five Domains provide a more detailed 
framework for assessing individual and combined effects of 
the physical, social and management environment on mental 
outcomes for the animal that, it has been suggested, is more 
readily amenable to amendment in light of new knowledge 
about biological processes and outcomes. The Five Domains, 
Webster (2016) suggested, have utility for designing and 
testing the impact of practices on welfare as illustrated for 
piglets by Johnson et al. (2022). The Five Domains framework 
addresses the impacts on the welfare of the animal of both 
negative and positive experiences, and the need for provision 
of environmental conditions that nurture positive mental 
experiences. Thus, the Five Domains model has a stronger 
focus on positive biology than does the Five Freedoms 
model. The Good Life framework moves on from assessment 
of negatives to focus on provision of the resources needed for 
the animal to have opportunities to attain a good life (Edgar 
et al. 2013; Rowe and Mullan 2022). Similar to the Good 
Life framework are the five ‘Opportunities to Thrive’ described 
for wildlife kept in captivity as (1) opportunity for a thought-
fully presented, well balanced diet, (2) opportunity to self-
maintain, (3) opportunity for optimal health, (4) opportunity 
to express species-specific behaviour, and (5) opportunity for 
choice and control (Miller et al. 2020). In the Welfare 
through Competence framework, opportunities for achieving 
competence are enabled by environments that provide choice, 
control, variety, and complexity (Webber et al. 2022). OIE 
Welfare Principles draw on the Five Freedoms to provide a 
globally applicable framework for the development of inter-
national standards that emphasise animal-based outcomes as 
measures of welfare (OIE 2021). Stronger emphasis is placed 
on minimisation of harms than on attainment of positives. 
The OIE Code (Article 7.1.3) notes: ‘Some measures of 
animal welfare involve assessing the degree of impaired 
functioning associated with injury, disease and malnutrition. 
Other measures provide information on animals’ needs 
and affective states such as hunger, pain and fear, often by 
measuring the strength of animals’ preferences, motivations 
and aversions. Others assess the physiological, behavioural 
and immunological changes or effects that animals show 
in response to various challenges.’. A further framework  
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Fig. 4. Summary of the Principles and enabling Provisions for the Five Freedoms, Five Domains, Good Life,Welfare through Competence,
and OIE Welfare Principles frameworks. An approximate alignment of concepts across the frameworks is presented.

for explaining the concept of welfare is important to note. The Welfare Principles have guided the development of criteria 
Vienna Framework has been developed to assist scientists and detailed protocols for checking and quantifying 
clarify whether their research on positive welfare addresses inputs and animal-based outcomes to enable assessment of 
‘hedonic positive welfare’ or ‘positive welfare balance’ (Rault welfare and wellbeing. These frameworks can be described 
et al. 2020). The authors note the potential contribution of as ‘compartment’ models in that they divide biological 
eudaimonia to positive welfare without incorporating it functions into categories described as freedoms, domains, 
within the Vienna Framework. needs, etc. (Fig. 5). The compartments are grounded in 

In addition to these frameworks, Bracke et al. (1999a, mechanistic models of how animals work, for example, by 
1999b, 1999c) described a method of semantic modelling for fulfilling needs (e.g. satisfying hunger) and expressing 
developing a framework for welfare assessment. The method biological activities (e.g. growth; Bracke et al. 1999a, 1999b). 
uses scientific statements from published literature and expert Assessment of welfare is then undertaken by measurement of 
opinion to identify and weigh indicators of welfare on the basis inputs and outcomes relevant to each compartment. In the 
of expert biological knowledge of animal needs, and has been compartment approach to assessment, the detection of 
applied in the development of the Salmon Welfare Index Model positive outcomes has been problematic (Miller et al. 2020; 
(SWIM, Stien et al. 2013; Pettersen et al. 2014). Keeling et al. 2021). In view of the importance of positive 

outcomes to the concepts of positive welfare and wellbeing, 
I will focus next on an alternative strategy for assessment of 

Measurement and interpretation of animal-
based outcomes

positives through a whole-of-animal approach that examines 
the ‘structural’ integrity of biological processes rather than 
assessment of specific functions within compartments. 

The frameworks provided by the Five Freedoms, Five The structural approach draws on methods in resilience 
Domains, Good Life, Welfare through Competence, and OIE theory for examining the stability of complex dynamic 
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Fig. 5. Animal welfare can be described at conceptual, explanatory and operational levels. In a top-down
approach, a conceptual construct of welfare or wellbeing is explained through a framework that contains
compartments or categories (also described as Principles) such as Good Feeding, Good Housing, Good
Health and Appropriate Behaviour as in WelfareQuality® (Botreau et al. 2007). These Principles can be
further divided to delineate Welfare Criteria. An assessment scheme is composed of a suite of operational
measurements, for example, covering input resources, management practices and animal outcomes, within
each compartment described here as ‘compartment analysis’. An alternative assessment strategy is to
undertake structural analysis of biological functions that provide integrated measures of the systemic
functional integrity of the animal described here as ‘structural analysis’. In a bottom-up approach, new
measurement technologies (for example, structural analysis of biological functions captured via sensor
technologies) can show new aspects of biological function that inform and help refine the conceptual
model of welfare or wellbeing.

systems (Scheffer et al. 2009, 2018). Three of the principal 
characteristics of stable systems are the uniformity of 
trajectories (Berghof et al. 2019a; Iung et al. 2020) such as 
growth rate and daily milk yield, periodicity of biorhythms 
(Scheibe et al. 1999; Wagner et al. 2021) such as body 
temperature and daily feeding activity, and complexity of 
networks (Asher et al. 2009; Miller et al. 2020; Heino et al. 
2021) such as social interactions. Deviations from these 
three patterns increase as the capacity of an animal to cope 
with day-to-day fluctuations in its environment decreases 
(Scheffer et al. 2018; Weinans et al. 2021). Statistical 
methods for analysing the dynamic stability of these three 
characteristics of biological systems have been developed 
and validated in large datasets in dairy cows (Elgersma et al. 
2018; van Dixhoorn et al. 2018; Adriaens et al. 2020; Poppe 
et al. 2020, 2021a, 2021b; Friggens et al. 2021; Sun et al. 
2021), pigs (Putz et al. 2019; Revilla et al. 2019), chickens 
(Berghof et al. 2019b; Bedere et al. 2022), sheep (Nunes 
Marsiglio Sarout et al. 2018) goats  (Mengistu et al. 2017; 
ben Abdelkrim et al. 2021) and  fish (Mengistu et al. 2022). 
These studies draw on high-frequency records (e.g. daily 
milk yield) of individual animals acquired over extended 
periods of time (e.g. 305-day lactation). Many of these studies 

have found that stronger uniformity, periodicity and com-
plexity indicate better current welfare and are predictive of 
better health outcomes and greater longevity. 

The structural approach adopts the black box model (Knap 
and Doeschl-Wilson 2020), which is commonly applied in 
quantitative genetics, in which knowledge of underlying 
biological mechanisms is not a pre-requisite for measure-
ment of traits and their subsequent application in breed-
ing programs. Of course, knowledge of physiological and 
behavioural mechanisms and the contribution of genes to 
those mechanisms can improve description of traits and 
prediction of breeding values, and mechanistic research is a 
very strong focus of genetic studies (Mackay et al. 2009). 
When applied to animal welfare and wellbeing, the black 
box approach does not rely on knowledge of the activity of 
host response pathways to interpret the significance of 
changes in biological functions as indicators of welfare and 
wellbeing (Wagner et al. 2021). Once again, knowledge of 
underlying mechanisms can help with interpretation but 
is not necessary. Perhaps not surprisingly, the structural 
approach is being rapidly developed in phenotyping studies 
through statistical analysis of longitudinal data sets generated 
by sensor technologies. 
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Box 1. Example of analysis of biorhythms for the assessment of welfare in dairy cows

Wagner et al. (2021) described detection of welfare events from the analysis of behavioural activity data determined from individual animal
locations within dairy barns. A variable called ‘activity level’ was estimated by applying pre-determined weights to the time an animal spent in

various locations within the barn on the basis of communication between an animal-borne transponder and a base station once per second.
Circadian patterns in behavioural activity level were then analysed. Data were sourced from historical records from four farms representing
more than 120 000 cow × days. Several methods for analysis of times series data were explored. The authors settled on a method they termed

‘Fourier-Based Approximation with Thresholding’. Abnormalities in the circadian pattern of behavioural activity level were validated against
stockperson records of cow health, including accidents, lameness, oestrus, calving, mastitis, rumen acidosis, other diseases, mixing, other
disturbances and inflammation caused by intramammary injection of bacterial endotoxin. The method detected abnormal rhythms

associated with 95% of health and reproductive events. Rhythm abnormalities were detected up to 35 h before stockperson recording of
the occurrence of events.

The study illustrates several important points.

(1) Disturbance in the circadian pattern of behavioural activity was highly sensitive for detecting compromisedwelfare and reproductive events
such as oestrus and calving

(2) Disturbance in the circadian pattern of behavioural activity provided a generic prodromal indicator of impending compromisedwelfare that
lacked diagnostic specificity for identifying the cause of disturbance. This is in accord with the description of ‘structural’ measures of
biological function as providing holistic measures that represent the integrated biological function of the animal.

(3) Sensor data were not decomposed into basic behavioural activities such as resting, standing, walking, and eating for the purpose of subsequent
interpretation within an ethological model of normal dairy cow behaviour. Thus, detection of disturbances did not rely on a normative model
of behavioural activity with parameters such as resting time of 10–12 h per day, feeding time 2.5–7 h per day and so on.

(4) Detection of abnormalities was based on deviation from the prior circadian pattern in behavioural activity level expressed by each
individual. Thus, the method provides individualised assessment of welfare, an approach termed idiographic analysis.

(5) Data extraction was tailored to the sensor system available to the researchers. While developmental work may be required for extraction
and validation of an appropriate behavioural activity level variable from other sensor technologies (e.g. triaxial accelerometers),

the underlying concept of biorhythm analysis should be applicable to other technologies for quantifying behavioural activity level
(e.g. Nunes Marsiglio Sarout et al. 2018).

(6) Physiological variables such as body temperature may also be amendable to biorhythm analysis for detection of compromised welfare, as

illustrated by the work of van Dixhoorn et al. (2018) and Sun et al. (2021).
(7) Structural analysis of biological functions for assessment of wellbeing needs to be combined with other methods when it is important to

know the cause of a welfare-related event.

(8) Disturbance to circadian rhythm in behavioural activity level can provide a flag for the stock person to investigate the cause of the
disturbance.

(9) Historical sensor datasets, when annotatedwith individual animal health andmanagement data, can be used for development ofmethods for

structural analysis of biological functions as an indicator of wellbeing.

Biorhythm analysis as an indicator of welfare is a topic attracting increasing attention. Other studies in sheep and cattle include Scheibe et al.
(1999), Nunes Marsiglio Sarout et al. (2018), van Dixhoorn et al. (2018), Casey et al. (2022).

The analytical methods provide measures of the dynamic in system function (Scheffer et al. 2009, 2018) or  ‘dynamic 
stability of the animal at a systemic level and can lack indicators of resilience’ (van Dixhoorn et al. 2018). A similar 
diagnostic specificity for identifying the nature and cause of focus on identifying signs rather than causes of dysfunction is 
deficits at the compartment level (Box 1; Wagner et al. 2021). adopted in the Salmon Welfare Index Model 2.0 for assessing 
In the terminology of disease diagnosis, change in the health as an indicator of welfare (Pettersen et al. 2014). In 
structure of biological functions is a ‘prodrome’ of developing principle, appropriate variables could be chosen for struc-
dysfunction, which like most prodromes (e.g. fever), lacks tural analysis so that (dys)function could be determined at 
diagnostic specificity for the cause of impending ill-health. the level of individual compartments. Indeed, these variables 
In the terminology of resilience theory, these changes are could include indicators of positive affective (hedonic) expe-
described as ‘early warning signals’ of ‘critical transitions’ rience (Dawkins 2021b). For example, structural analysis of 
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‘affect dynamics’ monitored via smart sensors is under inten-
sive investigation in humans (e.g. Wampfler et al. 2022). 

Most structural analyses rely on high-frequency records 
that can be analysed for short data runs such as a few days 
or for long data runs, such as a year or a whole lactation 
and can generate a single statistic for each animal for the 
period of evaluation that falls on a continuous scale. These 
analyses hold the potential to provide a much finer-grained 
indicator than can be achieved with most scoring systems 
employed in current compartment model schemes for welfare 
assessment (Knierim et al. 2021). As noted above, the 
measures usually lack diagnostic specificity for the causes 
of disturbance in function (Wagner et al. 2021). Nonetheless, 
system disturbances such as decreasing periodicity of 
biorhythms identified over short intervals such as a few 
days can flag the occurrence of events requiring investigation 
by a stockperson (Wagner et al. 2021). 

Another important holistic measure of the integrity of 
biological function in wide use for welfare assessment is 
provided by qualitative behavioural assessment (Wemelsfelder 
et al. 2001). Through a process of free choice profiling, 
assessors choose terms to describe the global affective and 
physical state of the animal from observing its behaviour 
and demeanour. Like other holistic measures, qualitative 
behavioural assessment lacks diagnostic specificity to identify 
the causes of poor appearance. 

Links between measures of functional
integrity and resilience to stressors

Day-to-day fluctuations in system functions align with the 
timeframe for initiation and resolution of acute stress 
responses (Colditz and Hine 2016; Friggens et al. 2017). 
Evidence in support of a mechanistic link between daily 
variability in indicators of functional integrity and the 
dynamic stress status of the individual comes from several 
sources. In cows housed in barns, most of the day-to-day 
variation in milk yield is not synchronised across the group. 
Cows in a barn can be considered to have a shared environ-
ment but also to have a private non-shared environment, as 
shown for genetically identical mice housed as a single group 
(Freund et al. 2013). Asynchrony among cows in variation in 
milk yield suggests that individuals independently experience 
fluctuations in their non-shared environment. Whereas some 
of the stressors in the non-shared environment such as oestrus, 
mastitis, and lameness can be readily identified (Wagner 
et al. 2021), many remain unidentified (Garcia-Baccino et al. 
2021). Cows with low resilience have many days on which 
their milk yield deviates from their individual lactation 
curve, whereas high-resilience cows exhibit fewer days with 
deviations. Occasionally, there is a disruption in the shared 
environment caused by an event such as a husbandry 
practice or change of feed. These shared ‘stress’ events are 

marked by a synchronised drop in milk yield in the whole 
herd. Poppe et al. (2021b) examined the association between 
high resilience and milk yield during stress events in the 
shared environment. Cows with high resilience had a lower 
drop in yield and returned more quickly to their individual 
milk yield trajectory than did low-resilience cows, analysed 
at the level of genetic correlations. The finding helps link 
responses observed to a stressor in the shared environment 
with individual variation associated within events in the 
non-shared environment. These findings have been extended 
by a study on energy partitioning in growing pigs. Lenoir et al. 
(2022) found a strong positive genetic correlation between 
variability in allocation of available energy to growth and 
variability in daily growth. Greater variability in the propor-
tion of dietary energy allocated to growth suggests that 
pigs with low resilience were more frequently diverting 
energy to processes of defence and repair. 

The effects of experimentally imposed stressors have been 
studied in pigs with developmentally acquired resilience. 
Responses to transport, heat exposure, immune challenge 
with bacterial endotoxin, a surgical skin wound, and social 
isolation were compared in pigs raised from birth in an 
enriched environment and conventionally raised pigs (Parois 
et al. 2022a, 2022b). ‘Enriched’ pigs exhibited faster physio-
logical recovery from transport and endotoxin challenge 
and lower hair cortisol concentrations over the duration of the 
study period (Parois et al. 2022a). Enriched pigs had smaller 
increases in plasma cortisol, glucose and non-esterified fatty 
acids during transport, which is indicative of less mobilisation 
of energy reserves as a defence reaction to stress. In accord 
with these findings, during social isolation enriched pigs had 
lower heart rate, higher heart-rate variability, and higher 
vagal tone (Parois et al. 2022b). Across the study period, 
pigs from the enriched environment had lower variance in 
body weight than did conventionally raised pigs. In view of 
the prominent roles of cortisol and autonomic tone (indicated 
by heart rate and heart-rate variability) in modulating the 
moment-to-moment utilisation of energy (Mormède et al. 
2011; Colditz 2021) and the occurrence of persistent 
variation among individuals in autonomic tone (Koolhaas 
et al. 1999; Koolhaas 2008; Colditz 2021), further studies on 
links among stress resilience, the dynamics of energy utilisa-
tion and uniformity of daily performance seem warranted. 
Together, these results suggest that uniformity of the growth 
trajectory that is interpreted as a resilience indicator in 
structural analyses is linked with an improved capacity to 
cope with a range of experimental stressors. 

Notwithstanding the need for further mechanistic studies, 
it can be proposed that measures of the day-to-day integrity 
of biological systems are indicators of positive states to the 
extent that they describe integrated outcomes of activity 
within the underlying homeostatic networks that support the 
measured biological functions. Where studies on proximate 
mechanisms have shown an association of say, metabolite 
availability, immune function, infection, endocrine dynamics, 
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stock person attitude, or affective state, etc. on biological 
activities such as milk yield or daily behavioural activity 
level, then it follows that structural integrity in these down-
stream biological activities indicates that positive and 
negative inputs within the upstream regulatory networks 
are balanced in favour of a positive down-stream outcome. 

In more general terms, the capacity to maintain integrity of 
biological functions in the face of short-term fluctuations in 
the shared and non-shared environments of the animal is 
an indicator of its resilience. Environmental change can also 
occur over longer timeframes. Persistent change in environ-
mental conditions can trigger adaptation of the animal 
through longer-term structural, behavioural and metabolic 
changes that are indicators of its robustness (Knap 2005; 
Friggens et al. 2017). Hence, resilience describes the success 
of homeostatic processes in maintaining dynamic equilibrium 
from day-to-day and is usually assessed through analysis of 
deviations in biological processes. In contrast, robustness 
describes the success of the animal in adapting to different 
environments and is usually assessed through analysis of 
means, for example, as reaction norms (Knap 2005; Friggens 
et al. 2017; Knap and Doeschl-Wilson 2020). 

Idiographic analysis of the state of the animal

Structural analyses usually rely on timeseries data for each 
animal within the group. An important consequence is the 
insight this provides on the individual’s experience of its 
environment. The influence of the individual’s perception 
of its own physical and mental state on its welfare (Bracke 
et al. 1999a; Webster 2013; Budaev et al. 2020) requires us to 
understand the individual’s experience ‘through its own eyes’ 
(Dawkins 2006; Colditz 2018). A well recognised limitation of 
most assessment procedures is their reliance on snap-shot 
measures taken at infrequent intervals that generate cross-
sectional data often on a subset of individuals within the group 
(Webster 2016; Keeling et al. 2021; Knierim et al. 2021). 
For cross-sectional data, the benchmark used to assess 
whether an individual is ‘normal’ is derived from normative 
statistics of the population (Veissier et al. 2011; Fisher et al. 
2018; Haslbeck and Ryan 2022). Two important consequences 
are the potential for the average value for a ‘normal’ individual 
to be substantially different from the average of the ‘normal’ 
population, and for correlations among variables observed at 
the population level to not hold for the individual (Heino 
et al. 2021). Drawing incorrect inferences about individual 
behaviour from relationships observed at the group level is 
recognised as an ‘ecological fallacy’ that can lead to misleading 
or invalid conclusions (Fisher et al. 2018; Haslbeck and Ryan 
2022). For example, a cortisol measure of an individual 
that falls more than 40% above the group mean has been 
suggested to indicate that the individual is stressed (Barnett 
and Hemsworth 1990). Yet, the genetic constitution of the 

individual may lead to its resting cortisol concentration 
being much higher than the group mean and an observed 
value more than 40% above the group mean may represent 
only a minor ‘normal’ deviation within the individual’s 
own biology. The second problem, namely that correlations 
observed at the population level may not hold for the 
individual, can be illustrated with the example of estimated 
breeding values (EBVs) in livestock. Genetic correlations 
among traits observed at the population level are often not 
reflected in the EBV ranking of individuals for the correlated 
traits. An individual can have a high EBV for two traits that 
are negatively correlated at the population level. This 
divergence of the relationship between traits at the individual 
level helps enable favourable genetic progress at the 
population level in negatively correlated traits. 

The estimation of the within-individual dynamics for 
measured variables is described as idiographic analysis. 
Structural analysis of within-individual dynamics in time-
series data should help attain the goal of assessing the state 
of the individual through its own eyes (Dawkins 2006; 
Colditz 2018, 2022; Richter and Hintze 2019; Buller et al. 
2020). Nonetheless, production animals such as fish and 
poultry that are often raised in very large populations will 
require innovative approaches for longitudinal monitoring 
of individuals to be possible (Torgerson-White and 
Sánchez-Suárez 2022). 

A framework for integrated assessment of
welfare and wellbeing

New information on variability in integrity of biological 
functions in production animals creates a need to orientate 
this knowledge within the landscape of welfare assessment. 
A framework is proposed for situating outcome indicators of 
biological integrity within the context of input constraints 
that can generate harms and deficiencies, and environmental 
opportunities that can foster acquisition of competences for 
flourishing (Fig. 6). The framework is grounded in the 
perspective from developmental biology that the phenotype 
of the animal and its moment-by-moment functions are 
conditioned by and emerge on a trajectory across the animal’s 
life from interactions between its inherited and developmen-
tally acquired potential and its contemporary environment 
(for reviews, see Boissy et al. 2007; Colditz 2022). Negatives 
addressed in other frameworks are identified in the proposed 
framework as input constraints that are broadly classified 
within categories of feed, environment, genotype, and manage-
ment. Opportunities identified in the Good Life (Rowe and 
Mullan 2022) and Welfare through Competence (Webber 
et al. 2022) frameworks are incorporated as intermediaries 
lying between inputs and outcomes. Outcomes inspired by 
concepts in positive biology are broadly aligned within the 
tripartite model of welfare. The framework separates the 
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Fig. 6. A proposed framework for combining assessment of welfare and wellbeing. Inputs that can constrain and compromise
welfare by causing harms and deficiencies include attributes of feeding, the environment, genotype, and management. Resources
providing opportunities that can foster comfort, pleasure, confidence, interest, and a healthy life, as described in the Good Life
framework, serve as intermediaries between inputs and positive outcomes. Positive outcomes associated with feeling, functioning
and natural lives combine the focus of positive welfare on positive hedonic feelings, with the additional focus of wellbeing on
eudaimonic and social wellbeing. Conventional assessment approaches grounded in reductionist diagnostic methodologies
underpin compartment analyses to identify negative outcomes such as ill-health. Newer assessment approaches grounded in
complex-systems science enable assessment of the integrity of functional outcomes both at the compartment level and at a
more holistic level of integrated performance of the animal. Additional assessment methodologies such a Qualitative
Behavioural Assessment (Wemelsfelder et al. 2001) can complement compartment and structural analyses. Criteria within
compartments, as occurs in WelfareQuality® (Botreau et al. 2007), are shown for confidence and feeding. Use of the
framework to guide development of assessment protocols would require its adaptation to address the species, production
system and environment of interest.

negative and positive factors described within the Five 
Domains model into inputs that impose constraints and 
opportunities that foster flourishing (Fig. 6). 

The framework proposed here incorporates the 
eudaimonic, hedonic and social aspects of wellbeing within 
the tripartite terminology of welfare, as suggested previously 
by Williams (2021). It combines the focus on positive (non-
hedonic) benefits to wellbeing of physical function and 
social interactions, with the contemporary focus in positive 
welfare on positive affective states to create an integrated 
construct of positive welfare and wellbeing as illustrated in 
Fig. 6. It has been suggested that extending the concept 
of positive welfare beyond the facets of ‘hedonic positive 
welfare’ and ‘positive welfare balance’ risks diluting the 
concept (Rault et al. 2020). The counter proposition is 
made here that expanding the focus on positives within the 
animal’s life to include positive physical and social functions 
will strengthen appraisal of the animal’s state, broaden the 
biological foundations of positive welfare and wellbeing, 
and improve efforts to afford animals a life worth living. 
This view was expressed by Turner (2019, p. 367) in the 

following terms: ‘ : : :  if we are to take a holistic view of 
animal wellbeing, then positive animal welfare incorporates 
more than the net valence between positive or negative 
affective states; it should also include a state of good 
physical health and ensuring that many if not all needs of 
the animal are being met in terms of natural drives’. The 
tension between the concepts of hedonic positive welfare 
and wellbeing can be reduced to the following question: ‘Is 
hedonia the common currency for evaluating all physical 
and mental performance in the animal’s life?’ The provisional 
answer from research on wellbeing is as follows: ‘No. 
Eudaimonic and social functions confer benefits that can 
be cashed out by the animal in currencies other than 
hedonia.’. This viewpoint is illustrated in the discussion by 
Beck and Gregorini (2020) of the distinct eudaimonic and 
hedonic benefits of dietary complexity in ruminants. Rault 
et al. (2020, p. 5) recognised the potential value of the 
concept of eudaimonia to the study of positive welfare by 
noting the following: ‘Although eudaimonia does not appear 
to have found its way into the animal welfare science 
literature yet, it could become a third view. A hindrance 
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may be the feasibility of its operationalisation, given that 
the study of hedonic pleasure is more accessible with the 
current tools available (e.g. in behavioural biology) than 
the study of eudaimonic happiness, especially as approaches 
to eudaimonia in humans to date rely on self-report.’. The 
conventional view that the subjective experience by the 
animal of its emotional state is the indivisible unit and 
common currency of its welfare has very strong foundations 
in behaviour, neuroscience and physiology (Cabanac 1992; 
Bracke et al. 1999b; Boissy et al. 2007; Budaev et al. 2020). 
It is hoped that new information on variability in functional 
integrity and its relationships with other positive outcomes 
can help clarify these concepts. 

Previous authors have recognised integrity as an aspect 
of welfare (e.g. Verhoog 2000). It is hoped that new measures 
of the stability of system functions can extend previous 
methods for assessment of change in system functions 
(Barnett and Hemsworth 1990) to help operationalise 
integrity as an indicator of positive welfare and wellbeing. 

It is suggested that the conventional compartment 
approach grounded in reductionist diagnostic methodologies 
for identifying causes and remedies for harms and deficiencies 
can be complemented by structural analyses as a strategy for 
determining the integrity of functional outcomes. The wide 
diversity of other methodologies for measuring indicators of 
welfare already in use is not excluded by this approach. A 
continuum exists between inputs and outcomes in the influence 
of negatives and positives such that lower-level outcomes 
linked to comfort, pleasure, confidence, interest, and a healthy 
life are important to quantify, as well as the higher-level 
outcomes indicative of systemic functional integrity. 

Applying the framework

Frameworks provide a generic outline of the conceptual 
constructs they address and can require adaptation to the 
species, life stage, production system and environment in 
which animals are managed during their operationalisation 
through assessment protocols (Stygar et al. 2022). Detailed 
examples of this process of adaptation and validation are 
demonstrated by the EU WelfareQuality® protocol for dairy 
cattle (Knierim et al. 2021), the New Zealand beef cow–calf 
welfare assessment protocol (Kaurivi et al. 2019, 2020a, 
2020b) and the Salmon Welfare Index Model (Stien et al. 
2013; Pettersen et al. 2014). While frameworks do not 
dictate the specific variables that need to be assessed nor 
the interpretation of the statistics generated by analysis of 
measurements, analyses, nonetheless, contribute to valida-
tion and refinement of the constructs incorporated within a 
framework (Appleby and Sandøe 2002; Waiblinger et al. 
2006). This process of validation and refinement is illustrated 
in detail for the development of an survey instrument for 
assessing emotional predisposition in dogs (Sheppard and 
Mills 2002). Similarly, it is likely that analyses of sensor data 

will help refine the concepts of positive welfare and wellbeing 
and are likely to lead to a more detailed differentiation 
of aspects of these constructs than has been achieved in 
animals to date. It is hoped the framework can help orientate 
these new descriptions of biological integrity in farm animals 
within the broader literature on welfare and wellbeing. To aid 
this process, a synopsis of some similarities and differences 
between welfare and wellbeing is presented in Fig. 7. The 
complex challenge of combining and reporting indicators 
also needs consideration (Sandøe et al. 2019). 

Some limitations of the concepts and
framework

The narrative description that eudaimonic wellbeing 
entails the attainment of inherited and developmentally 
acquired potential aligns with the concept that wellbeing is 
attained through perfectionism described by Appleby and 
Sandøe (2002) as fulfilment of an objective list of functional 
capabilities. Animals inherit and can developmentally acquire 
the potential to attain a diversity of skills and performance 
attributes. However, not all of these attributes may be achiev-
able by a single member of a species despite the animal’s 
potential to attain any particular favourable attribute if 
provided with an appropriate environment. This draws into 
question what constitutes fulfilment of the individual’s 
potential to express positive health and a thriving mental 
and physical constitution. Is ‘fulfilment’ and ‘attainment of 
potential’ achieved through maximising all potential perfor-
mance attributes? The proposition that wellbeing is realised 
as integrity of physical and psychological functions helps 
shift the concept of wellbeing from maximisation of all 
favourable attributes to dynamic stability of those that are 
attained. The range of the animal’s inherited and develop-
mentally acquired potentials for performance and the degree 
to which each of these potentials is fulfilled has implications 
for the concept of telos (Beck and Gregorini 2020), which is 
not further explored here. 

The studies of day-to-day variability in production animals 
described above have found that animals differ in their ability 
to maintain integrity of biological functions and that a portion 
of that variation is heritable. This observation is consistent 
with a large body of work on persistent physiological 
and behavioural differences among individuals (for reviews, 
see Careau et al. 2008; Richter and Hintze 2019). Two 
implications here are (1) the potential to breed resilient 
animals that are better suited to coping with the production 
environment, and (2) the recognition that any fine-grained 
metric of resilience, integrity or wellbeing is likely to 
detect residual differences among individuals, whatever the 
environment animals have access to. A more fundamental 
question here is whether a capacity to maintain integrity 
of function in all environments and during all life-stage 
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Biological 
outcomes 

Biology 
‘Drives’ arising from needs and 
wants generate behaviours and 
mental states in support of biological 
functions 
Deprivations, and physical and 
psychological insults cause suffering 
Positive environmental engagement 
can invoke positive affective states 

Welfare 
The physical and mental experiences 
arising from engaging with the 
environment 

Physical functions, mental state, 
natural living 
Five Freedoms, Five Domains, Good 
Life, OIE Welfare Principles 
e.g. WelfareQuality®, AssureWel, 
RSPCA Assured, SWIM 

Availability of resources to enable 
fulfilment of freedoms. Physical and 
mental outcomes to determine 
whether individual freedoms and 
positively-valenced mental states are 
realised 
Events (e.g. marking) and moments in 
time (e.g. snapshot surveys) 

Philosophy 
Animals have the potential to 
develop competences that enable 
physical and mental fulfilment 
through harmonious environmental 
engagement 

Wellbeing 
Fulfillment of potential for 
environmental mastery, purpose, 
pleasure, and connectedness 
achieved through engaging with the 
environment 
Eudaimonia, hedonia, social 
wellbeing 
Doing, feeling, interacting 
(connecting) 
None are explicitly aligned yet with 
the three-factor model of wellbeing. 
The Good Life and Five Domains 
frameworks implicitly adopt many of 
these concepts without articulating 
them within the three-factor model 
Provisionally, the integrity of 
physical, behavioural and mental 
activities (trajectories, rhythmicity, 
complexity) to determine whether 
harmonious environmental 
engagement is being achieved 
Long-term to whole-of-life 

Role of positive experiences in generating a 
positively-valenced hedonic affective state 

Affective experience Functional integrity, affective 
experience, social connectedness 

Health and having what the animal Fulfilment of the individual's 
wants potential to express positive health 

and a thriving mental and physical 
constitution 
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Fig. 7. An outline of the concepts of Welfare and Wellbeing.

transitions is a desirable characteristic for the animal to 
express. Relationships among robustness, phenotypic plasticity 
and global indicators of functional integrity require further 
consideration. 

The discussion has focused on welfare and wellbeing of 
the individual; yet it is well recognised that attributes 
assessed at the level of the group are influenced by the 
current characteristics of individuals such as their disease 
status (Doeschl-Wilson et al. 2021) as well as by heritable 
characteristics of the individual through indirect genetic 

effects (Bergsma et al. 2008; Camerlink et al. 2018). 
Individuals can both enhance and diminish the wellbeing of 
others in a group, and optimising the wellbeing of the 
individual and the group may not be mutually attainable 
goals (Fraser 2003; Hemsworth et al. 2015), Thus, there is 
a need for concepts and their explanatory frameworks to 
include descriptions of welfare and wellbeing at both the 
group and individual level. This is not attempted with the 
current framework. If appropriate metrics of social connect-
edness can be developed, they may capture some of the 
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wellbeing attributes of the group. Health dynamics can also 
differ between the group and the individual and need 
inclusion within a more comprehensive framework (Knap 
and Doeschl-Wilson 2020; Doeschl-Wilson et al. 2021). 

Conclusions

Philosophical deliberations and empirical evidence suggest 
that positive welfare and wellbeing is not a one-dimensional 
state that can be assessed via a single indicator. Continuous 
changes in the environment require dynamic engagement 
by the animal to minimise disturbances to its vital functions. 
Some environmental fluctuations can be accommodated 
through prediction and control, whereas others need to 
be managed through deploying resources to defence and 
repair. Measures of the dynamic day-to-day integrity of 
biological functions can provide indicators of the success of 
the animal in attaining mastery of its environment and 
sustaining a thriving mental and physical constitution. New 
information on functional integrity enabled by sensor tech-
nologies has the capacity to extend our understanding of 
positive biology and the dynamic status of the individual’s 
welfare and wellbeing. A framework is proposed for integrating 
this information into existing models for describing and 
assessing welfare and wellbeing. 
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